In the afternoon of the Kent State-Ohio University faculty assembly, the actions in progress were discussed in a meeting attended by the faculty of the two institutions. The meeting was opened with a proposal from several students discussing the possible consequences of their actions on the campus and their communities. The proposal was debated in the morning session, and a decision was made to proceed with the assembly.

During the meeting, there was a general consensus on the need for a comprehensive program to address the issues facing the faculty. The proposal was approved by a vote of 13 to 0, with 2 abstentions. The meeting adjourned at 8:00 p.m.

Kenyon's Actions In Retrospect

by Lloyd Uran

Kenyon President William G. Caples has been trying since May 7 to organize a delegation of Ohio college presidents, faculty, and students to visit Governor Rhodes and deans of Ohio college campuses. A delegation consisting of 13 faculty members, including Kenyon president William G. Caples, and 12 students, including a representative from each of the six institutions, was asked to visit Governor Rhodes and to express the concerns of the faculty and students.

The delegation arrived at Governor Rhodes' office at 10:00 a.m. on May 29 and was received by the governor. Governor Rhodes welcomed the delegation and expressed his appreciation for their visit. He assured them that his office would do everything possible to help resolve the issues facing the faculty and students.

The delegation then met with the governor's aides to discuss the various concerns of the faculty and students. The meetings were productive, and the governor agreed to meet with a larger delegation at a later date.

The delegation returned to the campus at 3:00 p.m. and was met by a enthusiastic welcome from the students. The delegation was asked to make a statement about the visit, and they agreed to do so.

The delegation's visit to Governor Rhodes was a significant event in the history of the faculty-student relations at Kenyon College. It was a successful effort to bring together the faculty and students of the Ohio college campuses and to address the issues facing them.

Due to lack of space, the entire statement by the Kenyon Black Student Union is not included. However, the statement will be available later this week for all members of the community.

This is in no way to be considered a final statement in this dispute. It is only a beginning, and we hope that the next few months will bring resolution to this unfortunate situation.

The Black Student Union of Kenyon College was formed as a result of the suspension of a faculty member and the resultant crisis in the college. The union is made up of students who are concerned about the future of the college and are willing to work towards a solution.

We are asking for the support of all members of the community in this effort. We believe that the college can be saved if we work together.

PROFESSOR ROYEN KUHLMANN addresses the community.

Faculty Modifies Plan

by Eric Wade

Robert W. Caples, of Columbus, Ohio, and Dennis P. Doan, of the University of Cincinnati, have made a proposal to the faculty of the University of Cincinnati to modify the student assembly of May 11 through May 16, and to make some changes in the program. The proposal, which was submitted to the faculty, has been referred to a committee for further consideration.

According to the proposal, the students would be allowed to participate in the assembly as they see fit, and would be given the opportunity to discuss the various issues facing the faculty. The proposal would allow the students to have a voice in the decision-making process, and would give them the opportunity to express their views.

The proposal was referred to a committee for further consideration, and it is hoped that the committee will be able to present a modified plan to the faculty soon.

ROSSE HALL Community gathering depicts poem of dedication in the Thursday afternoon session.

Rhodes Refuses Caples Visit

by Linus Freidrich

President William G. Caples has been trying since May 7 to organize a delegation of Ohio college presidents, faculty, and students to visit Governor Rhodes. The same time, he has also been trying to arrange a personal visit with the governor.

President Caples has contacted every college president and university in Ohio, and, in agreements to accept the invitation, he has been refused. The governor has also been unable to make an appointment to see the governor, and the governor has suggested that, in addition to Rhodes' appointments of Kenyon's newspaper, the delegation may be able to meet with the governor.

In a letter to William Chalmers, President of the University of Cincinnati, Mr. John R. McKnight, executive secretary of the Ohio State University, said that the governor was willing to meet with the delegation, but that it would be impossible to schedule a meeting at this time.

President Caples is considering stepping out of the delegation of college presidents, or making an appointment to see the governor. It is hoped that his efforts will result in a meeting, and that the delegation will be able to meet with the governor.

We are asking for the support of all members of the community in this effort. We believe that the college can be saved if we work together.
APPROXIMATELY 40 Kenyon students participated in the May 16 Washington rally. Temperatures ranged in the high 80's causing about 200 of the estimated 175,000 marchers to seek relief in the Washington Monument Reflection Pool.

There were a few isolated incidents of violent action, none of which resulted in great damage or personal injury. Most of the time was spent listening to the rally's program of speakers. Tricia Nixon was on hand to welcome the marchers to Washington for the Administration.
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"Mobe" Group Seeks Community Interaction

by Tom Stamp

The Kenyon Community experienced a feeling of involvement in national events worldwide unrelated in its recent history in the afternoon of last week's blackout at Kenyon. A spontaneous gathering was apprehension on the part of many members of the community as to what kind of new feeling of involvement could be sustained. It was this apprehension which led to the formation of the "Mobe." The reaction of the Mount Vernon citizens was, for the most part, favorable, and indicated that they were willing to talk with and listen to Kenyon students.

For the future, the "Mobe" is now concentrating on three major projects. The first is a "Proper for Peace" in Mount Vernon's Public Square, being planned in conjunction with "Interfaith," a group of ministers from the Mount Vernon community. The second project is to get the community as a whole organized behind them, including not only adults and college students, but high school students as well. A "Blood Drive" is the group's second major project. The blood which is donated will be used in the treatment of wounded soldiers in Vietnam. The third is a project of the "Mobe." This will be an effective protest, since it will show that they support human life, not war.

The third major project is the formulation of a statement of the economic process in relationship to the war, which could be used as a guideline for future activities. Other goals of the "Mobe" include pacifism, the sale of drug and disarmament in Mount Vernon, showing support for Mrs. Mary Logan's efforts to organize a chapter of NAACP in the community, and campaigning for political candidates John Gilligan and Hood. The group would also like to establish a placement service through which they could encourage students to work for those candidates in their home communities and states who most closely represent the students' views. The hope for the implementation of such a program is based on the firm belief that political campaigns are won during the summer months, when the students can ring doorbells and talk with people.

All of the "Mobe" is only loosely organized, and the leaders are self-appointed. They are willing to accept help from the members of either community, and are making a special plea for help from Kenyon's undergraduates.

Faculty

From Page 2 of the proposed resolution to Senator Saxbe and Representative Ashbrook. As in the evening's door-to-door canvassing, stamped address post cards were provided by the "Mobe." The reaction of the Mount Vernon citizens was, for the most part, favorable, and indicated that they were willing to talk with and listen to Kenyon students.

For the future, the "Mobe" is now concentrating on three major projects. The first is a "Proper for Peace" in Mount Vernon's Public Square, being planned in conjunction with "Interfaith," a group of ministers from the Mount Vernon community. The second project is to get the community as a whole organized behind them, including not only adults and college students, but high school students as well. A "Blood Drive" is the group's second major project. The blood which is donated will be used in the treatment of wounded soldiers in Vietnam. The third is a project of the "Mobe." This will be an effective protest, since it will show that they support human life, not war.

The third major project is the formulation of a statement of the economic process in relationship to the war, which could be used as a guideline for future activities. Other goals of the "Mobe" include pacifism, the sale of drug and disarmament in Mount Vernon, showing support for Mrs. Mary Logan's efforts to organize a chapter of NAACP in the community, and campaigning for political candidates John Gilligan and Hood. The group would also like to establish a placement service through which they could encourage students to work for those candidates in their home communities and states who most closely represent the students' views. The hope for the implementation of such a program is based on the firm belief that political campaigns are won during the summer months, when the students can ring doorbells and talk with people.

All of the "Mobe" is only loosely organized, and the leaders are self-appointed. They are willing to accept help from the members of either community, and are making a special plea for help from Kenyon's undergraduates.

Dialogue between students and faculty was a chief goal of week's events.

Mixed Reactions Found In Town

Students Tell Sentiments

by W. Roger Scott

There was certainly no correlation by age in reaction to the Mount Vernon Mobilization. At the information booths at Beeky Mart, a couple of eighty-year-old farmers walked up to the booth and snapped at them, "They should haveMust have missed the last war."

"Mobe's" reactions were mixed. There were those who were excited, those who were silent, those who were indifferent, and those who were confused. John Oetler was surprised that he received the best reaction from an old couple. They were anti-war and one of the old couples who said that he had been to war, entirely, could hardly wait to see the "Mobe." Twenty-two ministers accepted the invitation to the "Mobe's" Community "walk" to speak at their churches Sunday, May 15. Tom Southwood was one of those to discuss issues at the churches. One of the ministers told him that the forty-five minute period to talk was the longest any group had ever stayed after a service. Although not everyone agreed with the anti-war views of the representatives, they all seemed to appreciate the "Mobe's" efforts. A reaction to the special issue of the College News were read by Barry Bor, Chris Fursch, and John Scott. W. Roger Scott, Poolee Sprigg, Ronald Smith, for Stamp, Art Underwood, Linda Urban, Ed Wendler.
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Rational Approach Launched

by Tom Stamp

Fred Lorey, editor of the Mount Vernon News, was interviewed Friday, May 15, to determine his views and what he felt to be the public views on the activities of the Mount Vernon Mobilization Committee to date. He believed the reaction of the Mount Vernon community to be "generally good," although he cited cases in which some of the impersonal people were offended by the "argumentative" students. Other complaints concerned the students' negative attitude toward the Nixon administration.

However, Lorey felt that the majority of the people reacted favorably to Tues-day's activities, and welcomed the chance to talk with the Kenyon students who participated. He stated that he hoped the experience was beneficial to students at the point of view, planning to become aware of the townpeople's interest in him. He said that the relationship between the Mount Vernon and Kenyon communities

MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE elicits petition signatures and distributes post cards to Mount Vernon townpeople.

most universally lauded the rational approach of the students and thought that their success in pulling together the Mount Vernon and Gambler communities closer together. Many asked them to come back.

The six information booths set up in the public square in Mount Vernon on the weekend of May 15 had varying results. John Oetler was surprised that he received the best reaction from an old couple. They were anti-war and one of the old couples who said that he had been to war, entirely, could hardly wait to see the "Mobe." Twenty-two ministers accepted the invitation to the "Mobe's" Community "walk" to speak at their churches Sunday, May 15. Tom Southwood was one of those to discuss issues at the churches. One of the ministers told him that the forty-five minute period to talk was the longest any group had ever stayed after a service. Although not everyone agreed with the anti-war views of the representatives, they all seemed to appreciate the "Mobe's" efforts. A reaction to the special issue of the College News were read by Barry Bor, Chris Fursch, and John Scott. W. Roger Scott, Poolee Sprigg, Ronald Smith, for Stamp, Art Underwood, Linda Urban, Ed Wendler.
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